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In the time of unlimited information access, self-service book check-outs and internet catalogues an 

average member of smart society faces a constant demand for learning and improving information 

seeking skills. Formal and non-formal ways of learning are gaining wide interest. And the roles of 

libraries as information centres are expanding. A librarian in a smart society becomesnot only  an 

information provider, but also a consultant, a teacher, an event organiser, an educator, a friend etc. 

We can observe the need of a well prepared librarian that has the answers to all the questions that 

you can‘t find on Google. For example, how to carry on a conversation or a discussion, how to 

work together as a team in search for information, how to find creative ways for self-discovery, how 

to find the fun of reading, how to discover and learn new skills and so on. The roles of a modern 

librarian in a smart society are ever-expanding and to accomodate them all a certain kind of space is 

needed. However, space in a library filled with mountains of books is very valuable. Therefore, a 

decision has been made at the Klaipėda County I. Simonaitytė public library to reorganise a space 

of books into a space of learning and education, where the librarian can take on his roles in a variety 

of traditional and non-traditional ways. 

 

The Educational space at Klaipėda County I. Simonaitytė public library was established in October, 

2017. The space that it occupies now is outside, but not too far away, of the main library building. It 

has a history of being a Periodicals department and later a Music department of the library. And has 

served these purposes very well throughout the years. However, the development of smart society 

has been requiering changes in our library services. First and foremost, a place where a library 

visitor can find a way for an open and informal conversation with a librarian was needed. A place 

where simple human contact is most important and technology is just a conversation starter. A place 

where who you are is more important than what you do or what you need. In this regard 

Educational space opened with a mission to be a free and open space for anyone interested in 

lifelong learning, self-actualisation, discovery and improving their creativity. All necessary qualities 

for a member of smart society.  

 

What started with a need for a space developed into a need for spaces and now there are 6 rooms 

that carry various different purposes at the Educational space. The tradition or conversation rooms 



are the leisure space, the meeting room, the creativity room and the print workshop. These spaces 

are designed for meetings, discussions, group lessons and events. An extensive music and movie 

fund is available at the leisure space. All the CD, DVD and vinyl records are also available for 

lending. The meeting room serves as a space for student project meetings and freelancers. At the 

moment, the creativity room is used for music education and workshops. However the print 

workshop space is where most hands-on educational lessons happen.  

 

The technology rooms are the study hall and the sound studio. In the study hall the library organises 

information technology courses for beginners. And the sound studio is designed for recording 

creative works, from music to poetry to podcasts etc. It is equipped with minimal, but the most 

necessary technology for making simple records. All of these spaces can be transformed and 

combined for various events, workshops, lessons, meetings, seminars etc. In this regard, the space at 

Educational space is nearly limitless. 

 

At the moment Educational space offers educational workshops, information technology lessons,  

individual activities and cultural events. The educational workshops are mostly organised for adult, 

family and student groups. The most popular and frequent beeing the paper-making worshop for 

school students, where we learn about the history of papermaking and how to make paper from 

recyclable materials. We care about ecology and recycling, so it is important to use any kind of 

recyclable materials that we can find at the library at the workshops. For example, we used old 

books to make planters and boxes at some of our workshops. The sewing machines are a recent 

addition to our workshop space. Our colleagues have  organised toy-making and hat-making 

workshops. We plan to organise more sewing workshops and lessons for beginners in the future.  

Educational space offers two kinds of information technology lessons: for beginner adult computer 

users and school students. Beginner computer users can take a free 1 week long information 

technology course, in which they learn how to use the computer, write texts, send e-mails, use 

Google search and browse internet websites. School students are invited to learn about Klaipėda 

city heritage by playing a game designed for tablet computers - „Žaliapėdis“ („Greenfoot“). This 

game app has beed developed by the library in 2016 and presents Klaipėda city heritage in a fun and 

interactive way. 

 

Individual visitors can discover a few activities as well. Like visiting exhibitions, listening to audio 

records and watching movies (audio and video collections are also available for lending), playing 

piano or recording their creative work in the studio. There is also an Xbox game console available 

for playing video games after work of school. In addition to educational activities, we organise 



cultural events in the evenings. For example, exhibition openings where visitors can meet the 

artists, trivia game evenings, film evenings and traditional song evenings.  

 

We are very proud to have friends and partners that help us organise activities in Educational space. 

The print workshop is established in cooperation with printing house „Druka“. They provide us 

with the most necessary instruments for papermaking workshops, like ink, print presses, recyclable 

paper materials etc. The Educational space has also become a second home to the special creativity 

fellowship of Lithuania "Guboja", whose members organise meetings, book presentations and 

traditional song evenings here. Also the libraries EVS volunteers Helene from France and Jan from 

Austria have been very helpful and creative not only during educations and events, but themselves 

organising language lessons,  french papermaking and book-planters making lessons at the 

Educational space. 

 

As you can see, for all educational and cultural events we continue to cooperate with various artists, 

schools, cultural institutes, businesses and organisations. In addtition to that, Educational space tries 

to accomodate different iniciatives from people and provide a place for creators to present their 

work and accomplishments. 

 

In January-March 2018, we have had 2276 visitors. Most of them (about 2000) were participants in 

51 educations, lessons and courses. Also visitors of 13 cultural events. We have had 3 exhibitions, 

so a new one each month. The results were suprising, we didn‘t expect to gain so many visitors so 

soon after opening, so now we have a new challenge: to be everchanging and keep offering even 

more diverse and interactive activities.  

 

Some plans for the future of Educational space are to create more ongoing educational programmes 

for school students about book-making. One of our spaces – the creative space – will undergo some 

changes hopefully next year and become a host for computer assisted learning and digital design. 4 

new computerized work spaces will be established there, where visitors can use various 

programmes to learn new skills, for example, languages or photo and video editing. These new 

additions to our services will expand the learning and creativity possibilities for our visitors.  

Our goal is to provide an open and librarian guided place for anyone willing to learn and be 

creative. By providing a space where traditional lessons, interactive educations and information 

technology can combine, we aim to encourage our visitors to not only contunue learning throuout 

their lives, but also to not be afraid and discover more of their capabilities in different areas.  

 

 


